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CONTENTS CONTENTS

LESSON GRAMMAR/FUNCTION VOCABULARY PRONUNCIATION READING LISTENING/DVD SPEAKING WRITING

UNIT 1   WELCOME page 7       BBC interviews | What’s your name?
1.1 Nice to meet you

page 8
present simple: be countries and nationalities word stress listen to people introduce themselves introduce yourself and others improve your use of capital letters

1.2 Travel light
page 10

this/that, these/those; 
possessives

objects word stress; this, that, these, 
those

read about travelling light identify objects

1.3 Can I have a co� ee?
page 12

making requests tourist places polite intonation; sentence 
stress

understand people in tourist situations make requests

1.4 Fawlty Towers
page 14

Fawlty Towers: watch an extract from a sitcom 
about a hotel

check into a hotel complete a registration form at a hotel

UNIT 2   LIFESTYLE page 17       BBC interviews | What’s your daily routine?
2.1 Join us! page 18 present simple: I/you/we/they activities linking: do you read about local groups talk about activities and groups link sentences with and, but and or

2.2 High fl yers
page 20

present simple: he/she/it daily routines; jobs third person ‘s’ listen to people talk about their daily routines talk about your daily routine and people’s jobs

2.3 What time does it
start? page 22

asking for information the time sentence stress; polite 
intonation

read leafl ets about 
San Francisco

listen to people at a tourist information centre; 
check when you don’t understand

ask questions at a tourist information centre

2.4 A Visit to Panama
page 24

Tribal Wives: watch an extract from a programme 
about living with tribes

talk about good guests and bad guests write an email asking a friend for a place to stay

UNIT 3   PEOPLE page 27       BBC interviews | What do you like doing with friends/family?
3.1 Big happy families

page 28
have/has got family sentence stress read about an unusual 

family
talk about your family

3.2 Real friends?
page 30

adverbs of frequency personality word stress listen to people talk about their friends describe someone you know and say why you 
like them

improve your use of apostrophe ’s; write about 
your family and friends

3.3 Are you free 
tonight? page 32

making arrangements time expressions intonation to show interest learn to show interest when you listen make arrangements to meet friends

3.4 Diwali Celebrations
page 34

Diwali: watch an extract from a BBC programme 
showing the traditions of Diwali

talk about a special occasion write a description of a special event

UNIT 4   PLACES page 37       BBC interviews | Where do you live?
4.1 A place to stay 

page 38
there is/are rooms and furniture; 

prepositions
word stress; weak forms: 
there’s a, there are

read about two places
in Malta

listen to a woman describing her apartment describe a room in your home improve your use of commas; write a 
description of your home

4.2 Around town 
page 40

can for possibility places in towns; 
prepositions

word stress; weak forms: 
can/can’t

read about some unusual 
places in town

talk about things you can do in your town

4.3 Can I help you? 
page 42

shopping things to buy polite intonation understand conversations in shops have a conversation in a shop

4.4 Favourite Places 
page 44

50 Places To See Before You Die: watch an extract
from a documentary about some amazing places

talk about a favourite place write a blog about your favourite place

UNIT 5   FOOD page 47       BBC interviews | What’s your favourite dish?
5.1 My fridge 

page 48
countable and uncountable 
nouns

food and drink weak forms: a, an, some, any read about a 
photographer’s project

listen to a photographer talk about food talk about your eating and drinking habits

5.2 A lifetime in 
numbers page 50

how much/many; quantifi ers containers numbers read about eating and 
drinking habits

conduct a class food survey use paragraphs to write a short report about 
your class

5.3 Are you ready to 
order? page 52

ordering in a restaurant restaurant words polite intonation; linking read a menu listen to people ordering in a restaurant; learn to 
understand fast speech

order a meal in a restaurant

5.4 Beach Barbecue 
page 54

Ainsley Harriott’s Beach Barbecue: watch an 
extract from a cookery programme with a 
famous chef

describe your favourite special dish write an email with a recipe

UNIT 6   THE PAST page 57       BBC interviews | Did you go out last night?
6.1 In their past 

page 58
was/were dates and time phrases weak forms: was/were hear interesting facts about famous people’s lives describe your favourite chidhood things

6.2 Time twins 
page 60

past simple life story collocations past simple verbs: -ed endings read about time twins talk about past events in your life link sentences with because and so; write your 
life story in 100 words

6.3 What did you do? 
page 62

asking follow-up questions activities linking: did you listen to people talking about their weekends talk about how your weekend was

6.4 Nelson Mandela 
page 64

Nelson Mandela: The Fight For Freedom: watch an 
extract from a documentary about a great leader 

interview a special person write a profi le about a special person
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CONTENTS CONTENTS

LESSON GRAMMAR/FUNCTION VOCABULARY PRONUNCIATION READING LISTENING/DVD SPEAKING WRITING

UNIT 7   HOLIDAYS page 67       BBC interviews | How was your last holiday?
7.1 Travel partners 

page 68
comparatives travel adjectives word stress; sentence stress read a quiz about travel listen to people talk about how they like to travel talk about holidays

7.2 The longest bike 
ride page 70

superlatives places weak form: the read an article about a 
bike tour across Asia

listen to a conversation with a traveller plan and talk about a long journey check and correct information about a holiday

7.3 Can you tell me the 
way? page 72

giving directions places sentence stress: correcting read about Liverpool understand directions give directions

7.4 Hong Kong 
page 74

Going Local: Hong Kong: watch an extract from a 
travel show about Hong Kong

describe part of a town/city you know write a short travel article about a town/city

UNIT 8   NOW page 77       BBC interviews | What was the last film you saw?
8.1 Having a great time 

page 78
present continuous verbs + prepositions weak forms: prepositions and 

articles
read research about 
language people use on 
social networking sites

talk about what people are doing improve your use of pronouns; write comments 
on a photo

8.2 What a di� erence! 
page 80

present simple and 
continuous

appearance intonation in questions listen to people talk about actors talk about what you wear

8.3 What do you 
recommend? page 82

recommending types of fi lm word stress; linking read a questionnaire
about fi lms

listen to conversations about fi lms ask for and give recommendations

8.4 Changing Trends 
page 84

Robert Peston Goes Shopping: watch an extract 
from a BBC programme about shopping trends

talk about a survey on trends write a summary of a survey

UNIT 9   TRANSPORT page 87       BBC interviews | How do you get to work?
9.1 Citybikes 

page 88
can/can’t, have to/don’t have to adjectives word stress; 

weak sound /ə/
read an article about 
Mexico City’s EcoBici

talk about transport in di� erent cities

9.2 Free ride page 90 articles: a/an, the, no article transport collocations weak forms: a, an, the read about transport in 
di� erent places

listen to a man talk about travelling for free talk about types of transport

9.3 Sorry I’m late 
page 92

apologising excuses intonation in apologies read excuses for being late listen to a woman talk about her problems getting 
to work

apologise for being late write a story using linkers

9.4 Airport
page 94

Airport: watch an extract from a documentary 
about a day at Heathrow airport

deal with problems when fl ying write a website entry about problems when 
fl ying

UNIT 10  PLANS page 97       BBC interviews | What are your plans for the future?
10.1 Life’s a lottery 

page 98
be going to; would like to plans weak forms: going to, would read about a lottery winner listen to a radio interview with lottery winners talk about your future plans/wishes

10.2 Survive 
page 100

will, might (not), won’t phrases with get contractions read an article about 
nature’s dangers

make predictions about situations improve your use of linkers and write a 
short story

10.3 Let’s do something 
new page 102

making suggestions art and culture intonation: sounding positive make and respond to suggestions for a day out

10.4 Wild Weather 
page 104

Wild Weather: watch an extract from a 
documentary about the wettest place in Europe

describe unusual weather write a message forum notice about your city

UNIT 11   HEALTH page 107       BBC interviews | Do you have a healthy lifestyle?
11.1 I don’t feel well 

page 108
should/shouldn’t the body; health sentence stress; weak form: 

should
listen to a radio programme about colds and fl u talk about what to do when you don’t feel well

11.2 On thing at a time
page 110

adverbs communication sentence stress: adverbs read an article about 
multi-tasking

talk about ways of reducing stress make your stories more interesting with 
adverbs

11.3 Help! page 112 o� ering to help verbs of movement intonation in o� ers read about helpful cities listen to situations where people o� er to help o� er to help someone

11.4 Fat or Sugar?
page 114

Horizon: Sugar Versus Fat: watch an extract from 
a documentary about fat and sugar

talk about diets write some advice for a health forum

UNIT 12   EXPERIENCES page 117       BBC interviews | What’s the most exciting thing you’ve done?
12.1 Great experiences

page 118
present perfect experiences sentence stress: present perfect listen to people talking about their experiences ask and answer questions about life 

experiences
write an email using linkers

12.2 Afraid of nothing
page 120

present perfect and past 
simple

prepositions irregular past participles read about a dangerous job describe how you feel about di� erent situations

12.3 Hello, I’ve got a 
problem page 122

telephoning telephoning expressions sentence stress listen to phone conversations make telephone calls and say telephone 
numbers

12.4 Shark Therapy
page 124

Shark Therapy: watch an extract from a 
documentary about sharks

talk about an exciting or frightening experience write a story about an exciting or frightening 
experience
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TEACHER’S NOTES

LEAD-IN
Introduction
The activities on the Lead-in page are designed to provide revision and communicative practice in 
lexical sets and functional language that elementary Ss should be familiar with. Use the Lead-in 
page to assess your Ss existing knowledge and revise/teach the target language in each activity.

OBJECTS AND COLOURS

1A Do this as a whole class activity. First, allow Ss time to read the words in the box and tick the 
ones they know. Teach any new words and then ask Ss to circle the objects they can see in the 
classroom. Then, for each word, ask: Can you see a …   ? and elicit a simple yes/no answer from Ss. 
Do not confi rm answers yet or ask Ss to point to the objects – they will do this in Ex. 1B.

B Put Ss in pairs and check the rubric and example. Ss then take it in turns to point to an 
object for their partner to name. Go round monitoring and helping Ss where necessary.

C Ss complete the exercise alone and then check answers in pairs before class feedback.

Answers: 1 green 2 red 3 brown 4 yellow 5 white 6 orange   7 blue 8 black 9 purple   

D In pairs, Ss take it in turns to ask and answer about their favourite colour. 

THE ALPHABET

2A Check the rubric and examples carefully and make sure Ss understand what they have to 
do. With weaker classes, give/elicit a few examples fi rst. Then play the recording for Ss to write 
the letters in the correct column. 

Answers: Column 1: A, H, J, K Column 2: B, C, D, E, G, P, T, V Column 3: F, L, M, N, S, X, Z 
Column 4: I, Y Column 5: O Column 6: Q, U, W Column 7: R 

B Play the recording again for Ss to listen and repeat the letters.

C Check the example and do one more with a stronger student. In pairs, Ss then take it in 
turns to spell a word for their partner to say. Monitor and note down any words Ss misspell, to 
highlight/correct in feedback.

QUESTION WORDS

3A Write the question words what, who, where, when, which and how on the board and check 
meaning. With stronger classes, invite Ss to give you an example question for each word. Ss 
then complete the exercise alone and check answers in pairs before class feedback. 

Answers: 2 Where 3 How 4 Who’s 5 When 6 Why 7 Which   

B Ss ask and answer the questions in pairs. Fast-fi nishers can ask/answer more questions, 
e.g. What’s your father’s/mother’s/best friend’s name? Who’s your favourite singer/football player? 

CLASSROOM LANGUAGE

4A  Allow Ss time to read the exchanges and ask you about any unknown words. They then 
complete the exercise alone and check answers in pairs. Do not confi rm answers yet – Ss will 
check them in Ex. 4B.

B  Play the recording for Ss to check their answers to Ex. 4A. Then play it again for Ss to repeat. 
Help them with intonation if necessary and let them repeat the questions as many times as 
necessary until they are confi dent.

Answers: 2 don’t 3 repeat 4 that 5 Could 6 page   

NUMBERS

5A Give Ss time to complete the exercise alone and then check answers in pairs. Do not 
confi rm answers yet – Ss will check them in Ex. 5B.

B Play the recording for Ss to check their answers, then play it again for them to repeat 
the numbers.

Answers:  1, 3, 9, 4, 10, 6, 12, 8, 2, 7, 11, 5, 15, 13, 50, 30, 100, 20   

C Put Ss in pairs and give them 2–3 minutes for the activity. Fast-fi nishers can say/write more 
numbers. Monitor closely to check/help Ss with pronunciation.

INDEX

UNIT 1  25

UNIT 2 35

UNIT 3 45

UNIT 4 55

UNIT 5 65

UNIT 6 75

UNIT 7 85

UNIT 8 95

UNIT 9 105

UNIT 10 115

UNIT 11 125

UNIT 12 135
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1
TEACHER’S NOTES

  NICE TO MEET YOU 
 Introduction 
 Ss get to know each other. They learn/revise the present simple 
of the verb  be  and the names of countries and nationalities, 
including their word stress. They also practise greeting people 
and making introductions.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Resource bank: p. 148
Language bank:  p. 128–129 
Photo bank:  p. 152 
Warm up optional extra activity:  a tennis ball/an orange/
a ball of paper or similar 
Ex. 4A:  a map of the world (e.g. from  Google Earth ) 
Ex. 7A:  photos of famous places and their food

   W  arm up 
 Your Ss may or may not know each other already but either 
way, you will want to break the ice and build rapport in the fi rst 
lesson. Use a ‘getting to know you’ activity such as the  Meet 
and greet  worksheet on p. 148 of the Resource bank or a similar 
activity of your choice. This will also help you to assess your Ss’ 
language level, especially their speaking skills.

Optional extra activity
      If you are teaching a multilingual class ,  Ss may fi nd the 
pronunciation of their classmates’ names di  ̈ cult. If so, you 
could follow up with this memory activity. Organise Ss into 
a large circle (if you have a  large class , break Ss into smaller 
circles) and demonstrate the activity. Throw a ball (or similar) 
to a student, saying his/her name at the same time. The 
student then does the same to a di© erent person in the 
circle. Ss continue this activity until they can remember their 
classmates’ names fairly confi dently.      

    SPEAKING 

Culture notes
 Greetings: In Britain it is becoming more common for friends 
to kiss each other on the cheek when they meet. However, 
it is still normal for people to shake hands when they are 
introduced, particularly in formal situations.             

    1A  Ss do the activity alone, then compare answers in pairs. 
It is a good idea to follow this procedure with most exercise 
types as it promotes cooperation and builds Ss’ confi dence. 
In feedback, elicit answers and drill each line chorally, using 
natural stress and intonation. Monitor closely to check 
problems. Help Ss with these while they work or check in 
feedback.

Answers: B 2 C 1 D 3  

  B   Ss should now be ready to practise the conversation more 
freely. If your classroom is large enough, Ss can walk around, 
introducing themselves to each other.  

  C     First, elicit some names of Ss from the class: point to a 
student and ask another student to say his/her name. Check 
the meaning of  his  and  her . Ss can then practise in pairs or 
small groups. 

OVERVIEW

1.1 NICE TO MEET YOU

SPEAKING  |  introduce yourself and others
LISTENING  |  listen to people introduce themselves
GRAMMAR  |  present simple: be
VOCABULARY  |  countries and nationalities 
PRONUNCIATION  |  word stress
WRITING  |  improve your use of capital letters

1.2 TRAVEL LIGHT

VOCABULARY  |  objects
READING  |  read about travelling light
GRAMMAR  |  this/that, these/those; possessives
PRONUNCIATION  |  word stress; this, that, these, those
SPEAKING  |  identify objects

1.3 CAN I HAVE A COFFEE?

VOCABULARY  |  tourist places
FUNCTION  |  making requests
LISTENING  |  understand people in tourist situations
LEARN TO  |  listen for key words
PRONUNCIATION  |  polite intonation; sentence stress
SPEAKING  |  make requests

1.4 FAWLTY TOWERS DVD  

DVD  |  watch an extract from a sitcom about a hotel
speakout  |  check into a hotel
writeback  |  complete a registration form at a hotel

1.5 LOOKBACK

Communicative revision activities

 INTERVIEWS

What’s your name?

This video consolidates the unit topic with people 
introducing themselves and talking about where they are 
from. The material extends into a discussion about what 
people like and don’t like about where they live. Use the 
video at the end of Lesson 1.1, at the end of the unit or set 
it as homework.
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 LISTENING  

  2A  Elicit details about the photos. Ask questions depending on 
the level of your Ss, e.g.  How many people are there in the photos? 
Are they students/teachers/business people/friends/family? 
Where are they?  Get Ss to check answers in pairs before feedback.

Answers: A 3 B 1   

Teaching tip
 While listening, Ss often miss the most important information 
because they try to understand every single word. Tell Ss not to 
worry about words they do not understand and to just concentrate 
on the task. 

  Unit 1 Recording 1

  1  
 D = Dave J = Jenny A = Anthony O = Omar 

  D:  Hi, Jenny. Hi, Anthony. Good to see you. 
  J:  Hi, Dave. 
  A:  Hey, Dave. How are you? 
  D:  Great, thanks. And you?  
  A:  Good. 
  J:  I’m fi ne. 
  D:   Hi, erm … 
  J:  Oh, this is Omar.  
  D:  Hi, Omar. I’m Dave. Nice to meet you.  
  O:  And you. 
  D:  Can I join you? 
  J:  Sure, come and sit down. 
  D:  Are you in Jenny’s class? 
  O:  No, we’re friends. I’m not a student.  
  D:  Oh, so are you friends from school? 
  J:  Yes, we are. We’re old friends from school. We … 

  2  
 M = Marie K = Ken C = Chris  

  M:  Hey, Ken. How are you? 
  K:  Oh hi, Marie. Good to see you. I’m OK. How are things? 
  M:  Not bad. Busy. 
  K:  Yeah, me too. Hi, I’m Ken. 
  C:  I’m Chris. Nice to meet you. 
  M:  Oh sorry, yes, Ken, this is Chris; Chris, this is Ken. 
  K:  Pleased to meet you, Chris. 
  M:  He’s here from the UK. 
  K:  Really? First time in Hong Kong? 
  C:  Yeah. First time.  
  K:  What do you think? 
  C:  It’s fantastic. Beautiful. 
  K:  Great. Hey, nice to meet you. 
  C:  You too. 
  K:  And good to see you, Marie. 
  M:  Good to see you, too. Goodbye. 

  3  
 R = Rita A = Andrea L = Liz M = Mark 

  R:  Good morning, everyone. This is Andrea. Andrea, this is Liz and Mark. 
  A:  Pleased to meet you. 
  L:  Good to meet you. 
  M:  Nice to meet you. 
  L:  Sorry, is your name Andrew? 
  A:  No, it isn’t. It’s Andrea. It’s an Italian name. 
  L:  Oh, are you from Italy? 
  A:  My mother is, but no, I’m British. 
  M:  Co© ee, Andrew? Ah, Andrea – sorry, I’m bad with names. 
  A:  No, thanks. 

  B  Check the place names ( UK ,  Hong Kong, Italy )  and  his fi rst time . 
Ss then listen again, underline the correct answers and check in 
pairs before feedback.

Answers: 1b) isn’t 2a) is 2b) is 3a) is 3b) isn’t   

Teaching tip
  It can be very useful at times to let Ss read the audio script while 
they listen, especially with  weaker classes.   

      C  If time, Ss can listen again and tick the phrases as they hear 
them. If not, just go through the example and let Ss complete the 
exercise individually. Check answers in feedback.

Answers: 2 F 3 F 4 N 5 F 6 N   

  GRAMMAR  PRESENT SIMPLE:  BE  

  3A   Encourage Ss to try to work things out for themselves. They 
can complete the table alone or in pairs. Then play the recording 
for them to check their answers. If they have a lot of di  ̈ culty, 
you could play the recording again, pausing a° er each extract for 
them to check.  Stronger Ss  can check their answers in section 1.1 
of the Language bank on p. 128. Otherwise, do feedback as normal, 
checking meaning, form and pronunciation.

Answers:  ’s, ’re, ’m, Are, are, Is, isn’t   

Watch out!
Contractions: Ss o° en use the full form of the verb because it 
is easier (e.g.  I am Pedro ) .  To help Ss sound natural, encourage 
them to use contracted forms from the start. Model and drill the 
contracted forms of new verb forms thoroughly and correct the 
use of full forms when appropriate.     

  Unit 1 Recording 2

  1  
  A:  Hi, Omar. I’m Dave. Nice to meet you.  
  B:  And you. 

  2  
  A:  He’s here from the UK. 
  B:  Really? First time in Hong Kong? 

  3  
  A:  Are you in Jenny’s class? 
  B:  No, we’re friends. I’m not a student.  

  4  
  A:  Oh, so are you friends from school? 
  B:  Yes, we are. We’re old friends from school. 

  5  
  A:  Sorry, is your name Andrew? 
  B:  No, it isn’t. It’s Andrea. 

 LANGUAGEBANK  1.1 p. 128–129

    Go through the notes with Ss. Check understanding and 
highlight the alternative negative forms:  you’re not , he’s not ,  etc .
Model and drill sentences with contractions in each box. Elicit 
more personalised examples for each use of  be , e.g.  She’s Marta.
It’s a pencil.  Ss can then ask and answer similar questions in 
open pairs across the class, e.g. Is Marcia a tourist? Are Boris and 
Hiroko students? Are you married?

Answers: 
A 1 ’m 2 ’re 3 ’s 4 ’s 5 ’re 6 ’re
B 1 Are 2 ’m not 3 ’m 4 Are 5 ’m 6 Are 7 am
C 1 Debra isn’t in the café. 2 Is your name Khan? 

3 Mr and Mrs Cabrera aren’t at the airport. 
4 This is my friend Paolo. 5 What are their names? 
6 Where’s the health centre?
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B   Give Ss a couple of minutes to complete the conversation and 
check in pairs. Check answers. Model and drill the conversation 
chorally. Ss then practise reading the conversation in groups of 
three. Monitor and help them with pronunciation. Finally, invite 
three stronger Ss to act out the conversation to the class. With 
stronger classes , teach a few additional useful phrases:  He’s a 
friend of mine. She’s my sister. He’s a colleague.  

Answers: 1 is 2 ’s 3 you 4 Are 5 am   

  C   A° er working in threes, groups could move round the class, 
introducing their partners to the others. 

 VOCABULARY  COUNTRIES AND NATIONALITIES 

  4A   If you have a map of the world, ask Ss to locate the countries 
in the table on the map (or use the map in the Photo bank, p. 152). 
Elicit/Teach the nationalities. Model and drill the pronunciation. 
Ss then complete the table. In feedback, check spelling and write 
the words in a table on the board. Point out the endings of the 
nationalities in each line:  -ish ,  -an / -ian ,  -ese.  Ss should copy the 
table into their vocabulary notebooks (see Teaching tip below).

Answers:
Spanish, Turkish, British  
Italian, Argentinian, Russian, American  
Chinese, Japanese   

B      Do this exercise with the whole class. If you have a  multilingual 
class , elicit new countries/nationalities and add them to the table 
on the board. 

  C   Ss listen and underline the stressed syllables. Play the recording 
a second time if necessary. In feedback, invite Ss to underline the 
word stress on the board; the class can agree/disagree. Check and 
drill problem words further.

Answers:
Spain,  Spa nish;  Tur key,  Tur kish; the U K ,  Bri tish
I taly, I ta lian; Argen ti na, Argen ti nian;  Ru ssia,  Ru ssian; the US A , A me rican 
Chi na, Chin ese ; Ja pan , Japanese   

   D   Put Ss in pairs. Give them one minute to complete the activity, 
then ask them to swap roles and repeat it. Monitor while Ss are 
working and check pronunciation problems in feedback.

Optional extra activity
 As a light-hearted follow up, Ss work in small groups and take it 
in turns to mouth a country or nationality slowly and clearly 
(no sound must be made). The others have to say what it is. 

 TIP
   Read the tip with Ss. Explain that noting word stress in their 
notebooks will help them remember how to pronounce new words. 
Refer to the countries/nationalities they have just learnt.   

Teaching tip
 This is a good opportunity to focus on the importance of keeping 
organised records. Ss should have a notebook/fi le for their English 
classes. They can write their grammar notes in the front and new 
vocabulary in the back.       

 PHOTOBANK p. 152

    The Photo bank is a valuable resource and will enrich Ss’ 
vocabulary. It is advisable to do the exercises in class as the 
vocabulary is o° en useful for subsequent practice exercises.
1A Give Ss two minutes to match the countries in pairs. Those 
with the most correct answers win. Check answers in feedback 
and prompt Ss to self-correct any pronunciation mistakes.
B Point out to Ss that the nationalities are organised according 
to their endings. This will help them remember the words. 
(NB:  France / French  is an exception, as are  Germany / German,  
Greece / Greek, Thailand / Thai  and  Oman/Omani ) .  Ss could add the 
new words to the table (Ex. 4A) in their vocabulary notebooks.

Answers: 
1A 2  C 3 L 4 R 5 H 6 A 7 P 8 B 9 N 10 Q 11 F 
  12 E 13 D 14 O  15  G 16 I 17 M 18 K 19 S 20 T
 B 1 Egyptian 2 Brazilian 3 Indian 4 Australian 
  5 Colombian 6 Canadian 7 Korean 8 Mexican  
  9 Malaysian 10 Peruvian 11 Scottish 12 Irish  
  13 Portuguese 14 Vietnamese 15 German 16 Greek  
  17 Thai 18 Omani 19 French 20 South African

  5A   First, check the title of the quiz and any new words in the 
rubrics (e.g.  shapes ,  food  ) .  Do the examples but do  not  teach the 
names of the dishes yet as this is part of the quiz. Play the recording 
for part 1. Then give Ss 2–3 minutes to fi nish the quiz in pairs.  

  B   Ss check their answers on p. 163. In feedback, elicit/teach new 
food words, e.g.  pasta ,  sushi ,  curry ,  paella ,  dumplings. 

Answers:
1 1 E (balalaika) 2 A (Irish jig) 3 C (Turkish folk music)   

4 B (samba) 5 D (didgeridoo)
 2 1 C 2 E 3 B 4 D 5 A 
 3 1 E (pasta) 2 D (sushi) 3 C (curry) 4 A (paella) 5 B (dumplings)    

  WRITING  CAPITAL LETTERS 

  6A   With  weaker classes , fi rst check the meaning of the words 
in the box by eliciting/giving an example of each one, e.g.  city – 
London ;  famous place – the London Eye.  Ss could do the exercise in 
pairs/small groups. In feedback, discuss which rules are the same/
di© erent in Ss’ own language.

Answers: Ss should t ick all categories except  all nouns ,  jobs  and  food .   

   B    In feedback, nominate Ss to write the corrected sentences on 
the board. The other Ss agree/disagree.

Answers: 1 The Ei© el Tower is in France. 
2 ‘Buenos días!’ is Spanish for ‘hello’. 3 Sake is Japanese. 
4 Spaghetti is food from Italy.   

   C   Give Ss 2–3 minutes to complete the activity in pairs. In feedback, 
invite a few Ss to spell a name for you/other Ss to write on the board. 

 SPEAKING 

  7A   If you have brought in photos of famous places/food, give them 
out so as to motivate Ss and/or provide support for  weaker Ss.  

  B  Do feedback in open pairs. Nominate a student from each pair 
to read out their information for their partner to guess the country.

Homework ideas
 • Ex. 6B: Ss write four sentences about their country. 
  • Language bank:  1.1, Ex. A–C, p. 129 
 • Workbook:  Ex. 1–6 , p. 5–6
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  TRAVEL LIGHT 
 Introduction 
 Ss learn/revise and practise  this / that ,  these / those , the possessive  ’s  
and possessive adjectives and pronouns  in the context of travelling.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Resource bank: p. 147 and 149
Language bank:  p. 128–129 
Photo bank:  p. 152 
Ex. 1A:  realia or photos of some of the items from the word 
box, to help teach/check meaning (e.g. sunglasses, a magazine, 
keys, a credit card)

   W ar  m up 
Review of countries and nationalities: The Alphabet Game 
 The aim of the game is to activate and revise words from a 
particular category – in this case, countries and nationalities. 
Demonstrate by saying the letter  A . Ss must shout out the names 
of any countries/nationalities beginning with  A , e.g.  Australian , 
Argentina . Continue with the other letters of the alphabet:  B ,  C ,  D,  etc. 
If Ss cannot think of a word for a specifi c letter, move on quickly to 
the next one to maintain the pace. In feedback, add/elicit any 
words Ss missed and correct any pronunciation errors you noticed. 

 VOCABULARY  OBJECTS 

  1A  If you have brought in realia/photos, use them to elicit/teach 
the words – this would be particularly useful in a  weaker class . Ss 
work alone and then check in pairs. In feedback, check answers and 
teach any unknown words. The pronunciation is practised in Ex. 1B.

Answers: A a  pass port B a  ti cket C a  watch  D sham poo  
E a sweater F a  purse G a maga zine  H a  news paper 
I a  cre dit card J a  ca mera K  sun glasses L a laptop 
M a  mo bile ( phone)  N a  di ary O an MP 3  player and earphones 
P keys  ( missing object:  a  tooth brush)   

   B  Model the example by holding up two fi ngers to illustrate the 
number of syllables. Highlight the stress on the fi rst fi nger and 
emphasise the fi rst syllable:  camera.  Play the recording twice if 
needed. In feedback, invite Ss to write the answers on the board, 
underlining the stress.  Point out that most two-syllable nouns are 
stressed on the fi rst syllable.

Answers:  See Ex. 1A above.   

   C   Monitor closely to assess Ss’ pronunciation. Also note how well 
they are using the articles  a / an  with singular countable nouns and 
zero article with plural nouns. In feedback, correct/teach the use of 
articles if necessary. 

  D   Demonstrate the activity with a stronger student, using your 
own bag. Then give Ss 2–3 minutes to discuss in their pairs. They 
could then walk around and fi nd out if their classmates chose 
the same words. In feedback, ask:  What are the fi ve most common 
things?  If you have not done so yet, ask Ss to write the new words 
from Ex. 1A in their vocabulary notebooks. Monitor to check how/
where Ss are recording vocabulary and if they are underlining 
stressed syllables. 

Teaching tip
 Suggest Ss carry a vocabulary notebook in their bag/pocket so 
they can record and revise new words wherever they are!       

  READING 

  2A   Check the meaning of  carry-on bag  and give Ss two minutes 
to discuss in pairs. In feedback, ask if Ss always take any things in 
their carry-on bags which are not in the picture.

Teaching tip
 It is a good idea to activate Ss’ knowledge of the topic of a reading 
or listening text with a discussion related to it. For this text, if you 
have a stronger class, ask questions like: Do you travel a lot? 
Where do you go? What do you usually take? 

   B  Read/Check the title, introduction and section headings before 
Ss read the text. Then give Ss 2–3 minutes to read the text and 
answer the question alone, before checking in pairs. Tell them not 
to worry about unknown words at this stage.

Answer:  11 (MP3 player, charger, laptop, adaptor, diary, keys, 
passport, ticket, purse, toothbrush, toothpaste)   

C      Give Ss two minutes to fi nd the words and write them down. 
Check answers in feedback and teach/check any new words from 
the text.

Answers: 1 adaptor 2 charger 3 coins 4 toothpaste 
5 mobile (phone)   

 D       First, elicit an example of good/bad ideas in the text. With 
weaker classes , you could discuss ideas in the Ss’ own language. 
Alternatively, write this sentence on the board as a prompt and drill 
with an example:  It’s a _____ idea to take _____ in your bag. 

 GRAMMAR   THIS / THAT ,  THESE / THOSE ; 
POSSESSIVES 

  3A   Ask Ss to look at the pictures. Ask:  Where are these places/
things?  It is OK if Ss reply in their own language, but ensure they 
understand what each picture represents before they listen. Play 
the recording and check answers in feedback.

Answers: 1 C 2 A 3 B   

  Unit 1 Recording 6

  1  
 S = Security guard W = Woman 

  S:  Is this your bag? 
  W:  Yes, it is. 
  S:  Could you open it, please? 
  W:  What’s the problem? 
  S:  This is the problem. 
  W:  That’s my shampoo. 
  S:  Sorry, it’s over a hundred millilitres. 
  W:  Oh, sorry … I forgot. 
  S:  Have a good day.  

  2  
 S = Security guard M = Man 

  S:  Come through, please. 
  M:  OK. 
  S:  Come over here, please. What’s that in your pocket? 
  M:  Ah, sorry, these are my keys. 
  S:  OK, go ahead.  

  3  
 M = Man W = Woman 

  M:  Excuse me, those are my friend’s bags. Can I … ? 
  W:  Sorry, that’s my bag. The black one in your hand. 
  M:  No, this is my friend’s. 
  W:  Look, my name’s on it. It’s mine. 
  M:  Oh, sorry, you’re right. It’s yours. 
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  B   With  weaker classes , use objects around you to illustrate 
this / that  and  these / those , e.g.  This is my book. Those are your books.  
Allow  stronger classes  to do the exercise fi rst before playing the 
recording. In feedback, elicit the answers and briefl y check how 
much Ss know about the use of the apostrophe ’ s  and possessive 
adjectives/pronouns.

Answers: 1 this 2 This 3 That’s 4 that 5 these 6 those 
7 friend’s 8 that’s 9 this 10 friend’s 11 mine 12 yours   

4   A   Allow Ss to write and discuss their answers in pairs, then check 
in feedback.

Answers: 1 those 2 this 3 that 4 these   

   B   Ss now practise using the weak forms in sentences. Play the 
recording for Ss to just listen, then play it again, pausing a° er 
each sentence for them to repeat chorally. Ss might not be able to 
distinguish between the / ɪ / and / iː / in  this  and  these ,  so focus on 
the pronunciation here. Explain what the phonemic symbols are 
and that Ss will be looking at di© erent sounds during the course. 

  5A   Check the example. It may be helpful for Ss to compare the 
way they say this in their own language. Highlight the fact that  ’s 
is not the verb  to be.  Ss work alone, then check in pairs before 
class feedback.

Answers: 2 John’s 3 my 4 mine 5 your 6 yours 7 Sally’s   

B   Ss should now be more familiar with the forms. Use this 
exercise to check this before looking at the Language bank. 
Stronger Ss  could check their answers themselves on p. 128.

Answers: 2 Maria’s 3 mine 4 yours 5 your 6 mine 7 Ali’s   

Watch out!
   The di© erent uses of the apostrophe  ’s  can be very confusing. 
Some Ss may translate from their own language and say, 
e.g.  the car of my father  instead of  my father’s car.    This is not 
grammatically incorrect but sounds very unnatural. Ss need a lot 
of practice of seeing the language in context and learning how to 
understand the di© erent meanings.   

 LANGUAGEBANK  1.2 p. 128–129

A Go through the fi rst table. Teach/Demonstrate  near  and far.
 Ss then work in pairs. One student points to objects in the room 
and their partner says, e.g. That’s a bag. Those are books.  Ss then 
do Ex. A. As a follow up, they could write and act out their own 
conversations, based on the ones here.
B/C Go through the notes for possessive  ’s  and possessive 
pronouns. Drill personalised questions and answers, e.g . T: Is 
this Juan’s book? S: No, it’s Joanna’s .  T: Are these your pens? S: No, 
they’re yours.  Ss can do Ex. B and C in class or for homework. 

Answers: 
A 1 this 2 those 3 That 4 that 5 that 6 those 7 This 

8 that 
B 1 Megan’s 2 Vicky’s 3 teacher’s 4 Boris’s 5 Ralph’s
C 2  No, they aren’t  Stefan’s. They’re  Daniela’s . 
 3  No, it’s  yours.   Mine’s    in my  bag. 
 4  No, they aren’t hers . They’re  ours . 

  [  

  SPEAKING 

  6   Model/Drill the example with the with a stronger student. Ss 
then practise in pairs. Monitor while they work in case they need 
help with new vocabulary. If time, ask di© erent pairs to act out one 
of their conversations to the class.  

  7A   Demonstrate the activity: collect two objects from di© erent Ss 
and ask the class to say who they belong to, e.g.  Marko’s pen ,  Maria’s 
book . Then put Ss in small groups and give them 2–3 minutes to 
complete the activity.    Again, monitor while Ss identify the objects 
as they may need help with new vocabulary. 

  B   Number the Ss in each group from Ex. 7A 1, 2, 3, etc. Then put 
Ss in new groups, with all Ss 1 working together, all Ss 2 working 
together, etc. Each student must take two objects from their 
group with them (not their own) so they can do the activity. Then 
repeat the process, by renaming the Ss in each group A, B, C, etc. 
Ss A group together, Ss B group together and so on, so they can 
do the activity again with di© erent Ss. Monitor while Ss work and 
make notes of any problems. Give feedback by writing problem 
sentences on the board and asking Ss to correct them in pairs or 
as a class. 

 PHOTOBANK p. 152

1A Ss will know some of the words, so use the exercises as a 
diagnostic tool. Ss work alone and then check in pairs. Check/
Teach any new words in feedback and drill the pronunciation. 
Elicit the main stress and ask Ss to write new words in their 
notebooks, underlining the stress.
B First, elicit/check the rule for the use of the articles  a / an  
with singular nouns and no article with plurals;  a  is used before 
consonants and  an  before vowels. In feedback, model/drill 
words Ss have problems with.

Answers: 
1A 2  C 3 L 4 K 5 J 6 E 7 B 8 I 9 D 10 H 11 G 
  12 F
 B 3 an 4 – 5 a 6 – 7 an 8 – 9 a 10 a 11 a 12 –

Homework ideas
 • Ss fi nd a photo of a room/place with lots of objects in it. 

They write a description of it as if they were actually there, 
talking to another person, e.g.  This is a table and that’s a …  

  • Language bank:  1.2 Ex. A–C, p. 129 
 • Workbook:  Ex. 1–6, p. 7–8 

  [PH
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    FAVOURITE PLACES 
 Introduction 
 In this lesson Ss practise the four skills in the context of favourite 
places. They fi rst watch a BBC TV travel programme about fi ve of 
the top tourist destinations in the world and then learn how to 
describe their own favourite places.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Warm up and Ex. 1A:  a world map  

   Warm up 
 An activity to create interest in the lesson – spend about ten 
minutes on it. Show/Give Ss a map of the world. Ask:  What’s the 
number one place to visit in the world?  Give Ss one minute to decide 
and make notes/think about their reasons. They then talk about 
their place in pairs/groups of three and show their partners where 
it is on the map. They should give reasons for their choices if 
possible. In feedback, elicit Ss’ answers and write the fi ve most 
popular places on the board. Leave the list on the board to refer 
back to later. 

 DVD PREVIEW 

  1A   Ss look at the photos and name the places. Elicit places Ss 
know and teach the locations of the others using your own map if 
you have one. Drill the pronunciation of the place names but do 
not reveal too much information about the places yet because this 
will be covered in Ex. 1B.

Answers:
A  Cape Town, South Africa 
B the Masai Mara, Kenya   
C  the Iguaçu Falls, on the border of Argentina and Brazil   
D Paris, France   
E  Bangkok, Thailand   
F  the Grand Canyon, USA   

Culture notes
 Cape Town is a city in the south of South Africa. It is famous for 
its unusually shaped mountain called Table Mountain.
 The Masai Mara is a national game reserve in the southwest of 
Kenya, named a° er the famous African tribe, the Masai 
(or Massai). 
The Iguaçu Falls  are waterfalls of the Iguaçu River on the 
border of Argentina and Brazil. They are divided into many 
separate waterfalls varying between 60 and 80 metres high.  
 Paris is considered to be the most romantic city in the world, 
especially the walks along the banks of the River Seine. 
Bangkok is the capital of Thailand. 95 percent of the population 
is Buddhist and there are many beautiful temples to visit. 
 The Grand Canyon has almost fi ve million visitors a year. It is 
277 miles (446 km) long, from 4 to 18 miles (6.4 to 29 km) wide 
and its deepest point is over a mile (1.83 km).  

    B   Read and check new language in the sentences using the 
photos here:  romantic ,  art galleries,   views,   temples ,  nightlife, 
awesome.  Use photo B to check  elephant  – Ss will see the other 
animals in the DVD. Ss work alone and then check answers in 
pairs before class feedback. If Ss know any of these places, elicit 
opinions/details of what they know briefl y; more information will 
be revealed when they watch the DVD.

Answers: 2 A 3 E 4 F 5 B 6 C   

   2   Check the questions before Ss read the text. Give them 
2–3 minutes to do the exercise and discuss their number one place, 
giving reasons if they can. Elicit but do not confi rm answers until 
Ss watch the DVD in Ex. 3A. 

 DVD VIEW 

  3A   Remind Ss to concentrate on checking their answers from 
Ex. 2 and not worry if they do not understand everything. Play the 
DVD. Ss watch and then compare answers in pairs. If they still have 
doubts, play the DVD again. Give  stronger   Ss  another task, 
e.g.  Count the number of all the famous places you recognise / see.

Answers: 1 50 2 the Grand Canyon   

    B   First, Ss read the sentences. Check/Teach essential vocabulary, 
e.g.  wide ,  warm ,  exciting . Remind Ss to listen carefully for the 
correct word in each sentence .  A° er watching, Ss check their 
answers in pairs. If they still have doubts, play the relevant sections 
of the DVD again. Check answers and then refer back to the fi ve 
places on the board from the warm up. Ask:  Are any of the places 
on the DVD on your list? Do you think the Grand Canyon is the number 
one place?  Have a brief discussion but do not prolong it as Ss will 
discuss this further in Ex. 3D.

Answers: 1 need 2 open, warm 3 small 4 expensive 5 place 
6 amazing (The answers are in bold in the video script.)   

C      First check understanding of the adjectives in the box. Give Ss 
time to complete the exercise, while you monitor and provide help 
where necessary. Encourage Ss to say the words as they write them. 
Elicit answers in feedback and then drill/check the pronunciation 
of the adjectives using fi nger highlighting to elicit the word stress 
each time.

Answers:
1 friendly, awesome
  2   amazing, romantic, exciting  
 3   wonderful, popular, interesting   

   D   Put Ss in pairs and check the rubric. Refer back to the places 
on the DVD and the places on the board from the warm up. Ask: 
Do you still think these are the fi ve number one places to visit?  
Emphasise that now Ss have to decide on three places they  both  
want to visit. As a starting point, they could write their own list 
and then compare it with their partner’s. Set a time limit of fi ve 
minutes. They have to keep suggesting places until they both 
agree on three. Each pair then writes the places on a piece of paper 
and puts it on the board/walls. Ss get up and read the lists to see 
how similar/di© erent they are to theirs. Finally, discuss the lists and 
decide what the three most popular places are and why. 

TEACHER’S NOTES
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 DVD 4 50 Places To See Before You Die

 N = Narrator M = Man W = Woman 

  N:  There are so many amazing places to see around the world. 
What are your top fi ° y? We asked our viewers, and here are 
some of their favourites.  

      Welcome to Bangkok! With over six million people, it’s big, 
it’s busy and our viewers love it. It’s great for shopping and the 
nightlife is great, too.

   M1:   It’s got lots of clubs, bars, shops, food – everything you  need , 
really.  

  N:  Thailand is an important place for Buddhists around the world, 
and there are four hundred temples in Bangkok alone. Tourists 
love to visit the temples, too.  

 Another favourite is the Masai Mara in Kenya. It’s a fantastic 
place to watch animals. Zebras, elephants, antelope, hippos and 
lions. You can see them all. So why is it so special?  

  W1:   I just love the wide,  open  spaces. The animals are amazing and 
the people are so warm and friendly. 

  N:  And now from Africa to South America, it’s the Iguaçu Falls on 
the border of Argentina and Brazil. The name Iguaçu means ‘big 
water’ and the falls certainly are big. 

  M2:   The falls are so big, so huge. You stand next to them and feel 
very, very  small . It’s the natural world at its best. 

  N:  Now a popular, romantic city – the city of lights, Paris. 
  W2:   To me Paris is elegant, romantic and  expensive . 
  N:  But beautiful. Enjoy the views of the city from the top of the 

Ei© el Tower.  

     Back to Africa now – South Africa. Yes, it’s Cape Town. And behind 
Cape Town is the thousand-metre high Table Mountain, with its 
wonderful views.  

  M3:   We went there over New Year and it was lovely. I mean, just a 
lovely, lovely  place . 

  N:  Everyone loves the mountains and beaches that make Cape 
Town so special. And these little guys – the penguins.  

     This is the big moment: the number one place to see before you 
die. The big favourite is … the Grand Canyon! The Grand Canyon 
is an amazing place. You can read about the Grand Canyon 
and you can look at photographs and videos, but nothing can 
prepare you for the real thing. 

  M4:  There’s so much to see that you never stop seeing something 
new. 

  M5:  The colours are just so  amazing.  
  W3:  With every changing inch of the sunset, the colours in the 

canyon change.  
  N:  But there’s only one word that everyone says when they talk 

about the Grand Canyon. 
  Voices:   It really is awesome. Just completely awesome. Awesome. 

Awesome is the word. It was awesome. Awesome. Awesome. 
Awesome’s the only word.

speakout a favourite place

    4A   Check the instructions and elicit examples. In a  multilingual  
 class , Ss from the same country/region could work together. 
Monitor and notice what problems Ss are having but do not help 
much at this stage. Ss will work on their notes again in Ex. 4C. 

  B   Write  Lake Titicaca  on the board. Ask:    What would you like to 
know about it?  Elicit questions and write them on the board, e.g. 
Where is it?  Play the recording. Ss listen for the answers to their 
questions. Check them in feedback.

Answers:  • between Bolivia and Peru • every year   
• go out to the lake in a boat and sometimes visit one of the islands   
• likes the lake’s deep blue colour and it’s a great place to relax   

C   Read the Key phrases. Ss listen again and check their answers 
in pairs before feedback. You could also play the recording again 
while Ss read the audio script, to help them with Ex. 4D.

Answers:  Ss should tick all the phrases except  I like it because it’s …  
and  There’s always something … to do . (The Key phrases are in bold in 
the audio script below.)  

  Unit 4 Recording 12 

One of my favourite places in the world is  Lake Titicaca.  It’s between
Bolivia and Peru and is, um, about four thousand metres above sea 
level. The water is always very, very cold.  I go there every year  with 
my family and we stay in a small town near the lake.  When I’m there, 
I usually go out on the lake in a boat and sometimes I visit one of 
the small islands. Sometimes there are big waves on the lake but it’s 
usually very quiet. So why do I like the lake? Well, I love its deep blue 
colour and  it’s a great place to  relax. 

  D   First, elicit some examples based on Ss’ notes in Ex. 4A and the 
audio script above. Use the Key phrases, e.g.  One of my favourite 
places is …  Give Ss time to look at their notes again to think about 
where/how they can use the Key phrases. Monitor and support 
them while they do this. In feedback, invite volunteers to tell the 
class about their favourite places. If time, conduct a class vote on 
the best place to visit. 

writeback  describing a  place 

  5A   First, check the instructions and the meaning of  artist ,  chat  
and  latest .  Give Ss 3–4 minutes to read the description and do the 
task. Ss check answers in pairs before class feedback.

Answers: a) 3 b) 1 c) 2   

   B   Ss use their notes from Ex. 4A and the text in Ex. 5A to help 
them write a fi rst dra°  of their description. Monitor and provide 
support to those who need it. Also encourage Ss to show their 
dra° s to other Ss and ask for advice.

Homework ideas
Ex. 5B: Ss write a fi nal dra°  of their description. 

TEACHER’S NOTES
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   DVD VIEW 

  2A   Pre-teach any new vocabulary e.g.  a   frying pan ,  mint ,  a fork, 
a spoon.  Encourage Ss to use a dictionary to check the meaning 
and pronunciation of the words and peer-teach where appropriate. 

  B   Ask Ss to write six items from the box in their notebooks. 
Explain that they should watch the DVD and tick the items on their 
list that they see. In feedback, invite any initial comments about 
the programme, e.g. the place, the food, the location.

Answers:  All the words in the box feature in the DVD, apart from  
yoghurt ,  beans  and a fork  . 

   3A   Give Ss time to complete the exercise and compare answers in 
pairs before class feedback. With  stronger classes , you could get Ss 
to check the meaning of any unknown verbs in their dictionaries, 
if they have them. With  weaker classes , you may need to do the 
exercise with the Ss, as a whole class.  

Answers: 2 F 3 E 4 B 5 A 6 D   

   B   Ss should now know all the necessary vocabulary, so give 
them three minutes to answer the questions. They then compare 
answers in pairs and watch the DVD again to check. 

Answers:
2  F (He doesn’t boil the rice – it’s already cooked.)   
3  T   
4  F (He sprinkles it over the stu  ̈ ng mixture of rice, spinach, garlic 

and onion.)   
5  T   
6  F (He doesn’t stir the sauce.) 

  C   Ss watch the DVD again and complete the exercise. With 
stronger classes , Ss can do the exercise fi rst, then watch the DVD 
to check. 

Answers: 2 garlic 3 four 4 good 5 fry 6 nice   

   D   Ss discuss the questions in pairs. Alternatively, do this as a 
whole class discussion. Elicit answers in feedback and encourage 
Ss to give reasons for their answers.  

 DVD 5 Ainsley Harriott’s Beach Barbecue 

 N = Narrator A = Ainsley 

  N:  Ainsley Harriott, the famous British chef, travels all over the world 
to fi nd new dishes and to cook them outside, on a barbecue. This 
week he travels to the beautiful Greek island of Alonissos to fi nd 
out about the local cuisine. Ainsley meets people from across the 
island who show him how to cook some traditional seafood on a 
barbecue. Today Ainsley’s cooking barbecued squid stu© ed with 
rice and spinach. 

  A:   These waters really are full of beautiful seafood, just like this 
squid. 

 Now, I’m going to do you a beautiful chargrilled squid stu© ed with 
rice, mint and spinach. Drizzle some oil inside. That’s it. Chopped 
onion – sprinkle that in. And of course, one clove of garlic. That’s 
perfect. I’ve got about three ounces of cooked rice. OK. A bit 
of lemon juice. Lovely. I’ve also got here some nice fresh mint. 
Sprinkle that in. Some pepper. Then we stu©  our squid. That’s 
lovely. That’s beautiful. Once again, a touch of pepper. And a little 
bit more salt. And a little bit more oil. Onto the barbie. Perfect. 
And remember, you don’t need to cook this too long – fi ve or six 
minutes. Doesn’t that look beautiful? And it tastes good, too.  

    BEACH BARBECUE 
 Introduction 
 In this lesson, Ss meet the famous English chef, Ainsley Harriott 
on the DVD. He presents a BBC TV food series and this programme 
takes place on Alonissos, a Greek island. Ss learn about the local 
food and how to cook barbecued squid. Finally, they talk about 
their favourite dish and practise describing a dish of their choice.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Warm up:  a map of Greece and the Greek islands     

      Warm up 
 This is an activity to create interest in the DVD clip and the topic – 
do not spend more than 5–7 minutes on it. First, look at the photo 
on p. 54. Ask:  Do you know this man? Where is he? Why do you think 
he’s famous?  Elicit Ss’ answers. Encourage them to speculate. Do 
not tell Ss the answers yet – they will cover this in Ex. 1B. Show a 
map of Greece and the Greek Islands and ask:  What do you know 
about places in Greece?  Elicit/Show Ss where the places are on 
the map, including Alonissos  , and look at the background photo. 
Ask:  What do you think this area of Greece is like? Would you like to 
go there?  Discuss Ss’ answers. Then move on to the topic of food. 
Ask:  Do you like Greek food? Why / Why not? Do you like any other 
foreign food?  Elicit and discuss Ss’ answers. Write any useful new 
vocabulary on the board. 

Culture notes
Alonissos  is a Greek island in the Aegean Sea in Europe. Its 
warm climate, beautiful beaches, historic architecture and 
delicious food have made it a popular tourist destination. 
Ainsley Harriott  is a successful British celebrity cook and 
television presenter. He has presented many cookery series 
for BBC TV and is best known for presenting the popular show 
Ready ,  Steady , Cook.   

   DVD PREVIEW 

  1A   Check the questions and elicit some initial answers before Ss 
discuss them in pairs. Monitor closely and provide any new words 
Ss need while they talk, e.g.  picnic ,  barbecue.  Discuss answers with 
the class. Again, teach/check words Ss want to use and write them 
on the board if they are useful.

Teaching tip
 To illustrate quantifi ers, it is a good idea to draw a column on the 
right-hand side of the board at the start of the lesson. Use it to 
write up new words/phrases that come up during the lesson and 
encourage Ss to copy it down in their vocabulary notebooks at the 
end of the lesson. 

  B   Check the meaning of the title:  Ainsley Harriott’s Beach Barbecue.  
Read out the questions and give Ss two minutes to read the 
text and answer them. Note that Ss have to fi nd specifi c key 
information here. To encourage them not to read every word, it is a 
good idea to give a very short time limit. Tell Ss not to worry about 
words they do not know. Ss check answers in pairs and reread the 
text if they do not agree. In feedback, elicit Ss’ answers and check 
new vocabulary, e.g.  stu� ed squid . With  stronger   classes , ask further 
comprehension questions, e.g.  Where does Ainsley Harriott travel? 
Why? Who does he talk to?

Answers: 1 an English chef 2 cooking outside on a barbecue 
3 Alonissos, a Greek island 4 stu© ed squid 
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writeback  describing a dish 

  5A  Ask:  Do you use recipes? How o� en? What for?  Elicit and discuss 
Ss’ answers briefl y. Ss then read and discuss the questions in pairs. 
Check new language in feedback, e.g.  heat ,  soy sauce.

Answers: Because he wants an easy dish to cook for his girlfriend 
and her parents.

    B   Elicit/Check the meaning of  next  and  then:  they both mean the 
same but  next  is more commonly used in instructions. Point out 
that we would not normally use it in conversation, e.g. we would 
not say  I get up at seven and have breakfast. Next I go to work . Also 
check the meaning of the other underlined linkers. In feedback, 
elicit answers. Ask:  Why can’t ‘then’, ‘next’ and ‘a� er that’ change 
places with ‘fi nally’?  (because  fi nally  can only refer to the last step) .

Answers: Next, Then, A° er that

C     Ss could use their notes from Ex. 4, the email in Ex. 5A and 
audio script 5.12 to help them with their description. Monitor and 
support Ss. Encourage them to show their dra° s to other Ss to ask 
for advice and build confi dence. Ss could add drawings/photos to 
their text if they like.

  Homework ideas 
Ex. 5C: Ss write a fi nal dra°  of their email or a description of 
another typical dish from their country.  

speakout a favourite dish

4    A  First, check the instructions and list. Teach/Check  ingredients . 
Give Ss 4–5 minutes to make notes, monitoring closely and 
providing help where necessary. 

  B   First, check  American pancakes.  Play the recording and get Ss to 
compare answers in pairs before class feedback. Then discuss the 
question in open class.

Answers:  She talks about all the items. 

 Optional extra activity 
 If you have a  stronger class ,  ask Ss to make notes about each 
of the items on the list as they listen. Ss can then compare 
answers in pairs and check them in the audio script on p. 172.  

    C   First, read and check the Key phrases and teach/drill  delicious  
and  salty.  Ss then listen again and tick the phrases they hear (in 
bold in the audio script below). Ss can check their answers in pairs 
before class feedback. Play the recording again if necessary.

Answers:  Ss should tick all the phrases except It’s/They’re [delicious/
sweet/salty/very hot]. 

  Unit 5 Recording 12

One of my favourite dishes   is  American pancakes.  I like them 
because they’re easy to make  and not too sweet. Americans o° en 
eat pancakes for breakfast, but I like eating them at any time, hot 
or cold. 
 So,  you need some  fl our, some sugar and a bit of salt, some baking 
powder, a cup of milk, an egg and a little oil.  Mix together the  milk, 
egg and oil in a big bowl. Then add the fl our, sugar and salt. Stir 
everything together. 
 A° er that, you put a little oil in a frying pan and heat it, but not 
too hot. Put some of the pancake mix into the pan. A° er about one 
minute turn the pancake over and then wait about two minutes. 
Take it out and make some more. 
Pancakes are really good with  butter and honey or with lemon and 
sugar, but some people like them plain, with nothing on them. 

  D   Ss can use audio script 5.12 as a model for this activity. Using 
their notes from Ex. 4A, they think about where/how they can use 
the Key phrases and the new vocabulary. Ss then work in pairs 
and tell each other about their dishes. Monitor and support Ss 
closely here. 

  E   This activity can be done with Ss working in groups or as a 
whole class. Make notes of good language and any problems with 
the Key phrases/vocabulary for feedback later. 
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